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WORD LISTS: BEYOND THE OLD AND THE NEW
Jerry L. Johns
Associate Professor
Northern Illinois University

The first part of this article compares
the Dolch list and five recently published
word lists to the American Heritage Intermediate Corpus and the Kucera-Francis
Corpus. After practical considerations and
limitations in the use of word lists are
discussed, suggestions for future research
are presented. It is hoped that such research will offer strategies to help students effectively learn words.

describes Dolch's method for compiling
his basic sight vocabulary. It was also
determined that his list is still viable
since it accounts for over 50 per cent of
the words currently used in reading materials for both children and adults. From
these findings it would be very difficult
to argue that the Dolch list is passe. In
fact, it may be more appropriate to investigate how some of the new word lists
compare to the Dolch list and recent
word count studies.

Background Information

Procedure

Idea Direction

In recent years there has been a proliferation of new word lists. The motives
for developing the lists vary; nevertheless,
a good many of th_em ar~ aimed at r~placing the Dolch basic sight vocabulary
of 220 words. Dolch (1936) published his
list in the 1930's after he examined three
word count studies conducted in the
1920's.
Recent objections to the Dolch list
have generally focused on two areas.
First, some have argued that the vast
number of cultural changes that have
occurred since the Dolch list was first
published make it passe. In a recent study,
Johnson (1971) noted that nearly one
third of the Dolch words were not
among the 220 most frequently occurring
words in materials intended for adults.
Second, educators have challenged the
basis upon which Dolch compiled his
list. Otto and Chester (1972) have characterized Dolch's research as "pseudo-empirical" because of the method he used to
compile his now famous list of sight
words.
To investigate these claims, Johns,
Edmond, and Mavrogenes (1976) replicated the original Dolch study and checked
the 220 words for their currency in two
recently published word count studies.
Some discrepancies were found between
the replication study and Dolch's investigation: a few words were left off the list
although they apparently met all his
criteria for inclusion; and a lack of consistency was noted in Dolch's choices for
including words on his list. It was concluded that "pseudo-empirical" correctly

To carry out the study, five word lists
(Harris and Jacobson, 1973; Hillerich,
1974; Johns, 1976b; Johnson, 1971a;
Moe, 1973) published since 1970 were
compared to two very large word count
studies compiled within the last decade.
The first large word count was contained in the American Heritage Intermediate (AHI) Corpus compiled by Carroll, Davies, and Richman (1971). The
AHi Corpus was derived from samples of
school textbooks and other instructional
materials used in grades three through
nine (1972). It contains 5,088,721 words
drawn in 500-word samples from 1,045
texts. There are 86,741 different words in
the Corpus. Although the AHi Corpus
" ... reflects neither the vocabulary that
the students know nor the vocabulary
that the authors imagine they should
know," (1971, p. vii) it does indicate
the vocabulary to which they are exposed.
By comparing the words in the AHi
Corpus to each of the five word lists, it
was possible to determine the number
and percentage of words on each list that
occurred in the instructional materials
to which students are exposed in grades
three through nine.
The second large body of words was
compiled from published materials " ...
representing the full range of subject
matter and prose styles, from the sports
page· of the newspaper to the sci:entific
journal and from popular romantic fiction to abstruse philosophical discussion"
(1967, p. xix). The Kucera-Francis Corpus contains 1,014,232 words drawn in
500 samples of approximately 2,000
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words each. There are 50,406 different
words in the Corpus. By comparing the
words in the Kucera-Francis Corpus to
each of the five word lists, it was possible
to determine the number and percentage
of words on each list that occurred in socalled "adult" materials.

Another problem in selecting the
"best" list concerns the differences in the
percentages themselves. Consider, for example, the percentages from Table 1 for
the lists compiled by Dolch (55.09%)
and Johns (56.85%). The latter list
accounts for almost two per cent more
running words than the Dolch list in
materials commonly used with children
in grades three through nine. Even though
this difference was shown to be statistically significant (Johns, 1976a), it would
be stretching onf s common sense to
effectively argue that there is any practical difference between the lists. The
Johns list may be more up-to-date if one
employs the criterion of recentness in
compiling word lists; however, the practical difference is nil.

Results and Discussion

Table 1 contains the results of comparing each of the five word lists to the
American Heritage Intermediate (AHi)
Corpus. A comparison of the Dolch list
to the AHi Corpus is also included.
Table 2 contains the results for the same
word lists when compared to the KuceraFrancis Corpus. Each table contains the
proportion and percentage of words from
each list in the two large word count
studies.
The interpretation of these results is
more of a matter of making value judgments than basing conclusions on the
data. Since each word list contains a different number of words, it is difficult to
select the "best" word list. Perhaps a
better question would be: Which list is
best for what purpose? The answer to
this question will vary according to the
purpose(s) the user has in mind.

Future Directions

Teachers should realize that all the
recent fervor over word lists is, at best,
misdirected. Besides, word lists quickly
reach a point of diminishing returns. One
could generalize from this study that each
word list accounts for over fifty per cent
of the running words in materials read by
both children and adults (The Moe list is
an exception; however, it contains only
a hundred words while the other lists

Table 1
Recent Word Lists and the Proportion and Percentage of Words
Accounted for in the American Heritage Intermediate Corpus

Word List

Proportion of Words
from List in Corpus

Percent of Words
from List in Corpus

Dolch, 220 words

2,803,520

55.09

Harris & Jacobson
58 pre-primer
63 primer
212 first reader
333 total

1,565,964
607,950
802,804
2,976,718

30.77
11.95
15.78
58.50

Hillerich
190 starter
50 additional
240 total

2,859,019
126,258
2,985,277

56.18
2.48
58.66

Johns, 226 words
Johnson, 306 words
Moe, 100 words

2,893,164
3,009,519
2,397,719

56.85
59.14
47.11
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Table 2
Recent Word Lists and the Proportion and Percentage of Words
Accounted for in the Kucera-Francis Corpus

Word List

Proportion of Words
from List in Corpus

Percent of Words
from List in Corpus

Dolch, 220 words

518,871

51.16

Harris & Jacobson
58 pre-primer
63 primer
212 first reader
333 total

295,911
110,544
139,787
546,242

29.17
10.90
13.78
53.85

Hillerich
190 starter
50 additional
240 total

553,604
21,271
574,875

54.58
2.10
56.68

Johns, 226 words
Johnson, 306 words
Moe, 100 words

537,913
578,427
464,884

53.04
57.03
45.83

contain two or three times as many
words). A more important question for
teachers to ponder is whether teaching
these words to students will enable them
to become efficient and effective readers.
The answer to the question is somewhat
_paradoxical. It is unlikely that students
will become efficient and effective readers
if they don't know the majority of the
words contained in the six lists used in
this study. On the other hand, knowing
220 or some other magic number of words
will not insure that students will be good
readers. Most reading authorities currently suggest that students should generally be able to recognize in excess of 90
per cent of the words in books that are
used for instructional purposes. But how
many different words would a student
need to know in order to recognize 90
per cent of the words commonly met in
reading. According to one source (Kucera
and Francis, 1967), a student would l'l.eed
to know almost 8,500 different words!
Clearly, then, teachers must view word
lists in a larger perspective. That perspective should enable teachers to regard word
lists as a means (not an end) to help
students make meaning from printed
materials.

Too much attention in recent years
has been devoted to the promotion of
word lists without concurrent consideration for strategies aimed at teaching and
learning the words. In the final analysis,
educators should be concerned with
teaching reading, not isolated words from
a published list. If word lists are to be
used as a part of reading instruction,
greater attention must be focused on how
the words can be effectively taught and
retained. Perhaps a moratorium should be
declared on word lists while researchers
investigate ways teachers can help students acquire a basic sight vocabulary.
Even this area of focus may be too narrowly conceived; nevertheless, it :would
be a welcomed sight to see some hard
research evidence on the teaching and
learning of words that are assumed to be
basic to the development of effective
readers. There are, of course, plenty of
suggestions in textbooks for teaching
reading, but they· are all to frequently
based upon tradition and folklore - not
research. For example, most (not all)
textbooks suggest that words should be
taught in context (a meaningful situation).
The research evidence to support this
particular procedure is scant. Goodman
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(1965) has shown that readers recognize
fewer words in isolation than when these
same words are placed in context. This
finding, however, cannot easily be generalized to demonstrate how words should
be taught when the student doesn't know
the words in the first place. Samuels
(1973) has proposed an associational
learning technique (ALT) which emphasizes distinctive feature learning and
words in isolation. (Garzone (1974)
applied the technique in a short duration
study and found that beginning readers
learned and retained more words with the
ALT approach than other students who
were taught by what is frequently referred
to as a meaning-emphasis approach. More
research of this nature is needed.
In summary , tn1s paper has presented
some new data on the Dolch list and five
other recently published word lists. Since
any conclusion regarding the strengths of
any particular list was largely restricted
to the use of that list, guidelines and
needs for future research with word lists
were presented. It is hoped that fewer
comparisons will be made with existing
word lists and that research efforts will
move vigorously in the direction of how
words can be presented so that students
can become readers.
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